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A “safety portal” was opened on the JR East intranet and made available across the company in 2007.1)  The site carries safety 
information such as a calendar of accidents to enable reflection on past accidents, information on safety rules and their context, 
and information regarding methods of analyzing accidents that occur; and it also has information on human factors.  This safety 
portal was integrated with the JR East portal set up in October 2013 as a platform for information sharing in the company, and 
today it is a base for information related to safety in the company.  Moreover, individual workplaces utilize information on the 
safety portal site while implementing the CS (Challenge Safety) Campaign in which safety issues in ones’ own workplace, ways 
to improve on those, and the like are approached at one’s own initiative.  However, some branch offices send out information 
on safety for the branch office within their own portal sites and have set up bulletin boards within the sites.  By posting content 
on the CS Campaign within the workplace, the branch offices work to share information internally.  In this way, JR East has the 
safety portal site where information on safety can be viewed companywide as well as individual branch portal sites.

Currently, it is difficult to collect information on safety of workplaces in one's branch office and of workplaces in 
other branch offices, and little information is shared between field offices.  Deploying companywide the bulletin board 
functions found in some branch portal sites would be effective in improving the situation.  So, in this study, we set up a 
“safety bulletin board” on the company’s safety portal site in order to exchange and share information on safety, worked 
on improvements to promote information sharing based on the needs of personnel, and verified the effects of those.

2. Development of a Safety Portal Bulletin Board

2.1 Status of Posting to Branch Portal Sites “Efforts and Information on Safety” from Workplaces
In development of the safety portal bulletin board, we surveyed utilization of bulletin boards related to safety at the seven 
branch offices of JR East where those are set up on the individual branch offices' portal sites.  Our findings are as follows.
·  At the branch office with the most postings, the ratio of postings from front line employees was high at approx. 60%.  
Conversely, at branch offices with few postings (three branch offices with about the same amount of postings), the ratio 
of postings from front line employees was merely approx. 10%.  For example, there was a trend at the branch  office with 
much posting for front line employees to report much on the content of field office efforts and training.  From this, we 
can infer that an environment that makes it easy for front line employees to post is a point in making posting more active. 

·  The ratio of branch office personnel being those who reply to posts was high, and there were few replies from field 
offices.  From this, we can say that in order to promote information exchange, we have to provide an environment that 
allows for easier replying from field offices. 
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The Transport Safety Department and Safety Research Laboratory of JR East established a “safety bulletin board” on the company’s 
safety portal site in order to support the exchange of information about the CS (Challenge Safety) Campaign among workplaces.  
After starting operation of the bulletin board, we improved it in terms of both tangible and applicational aspects based on the needs 
of viewers by analyzing the content of posts and results of questionnaire surveys.  As a result of questionnaires, interviews, and the 
content of posts to the bulletin board, the creation of the bulletin board was found to have had four effects.
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2.2 Safety Portal Bulletin Board Development/Operation and Issues after Start of Operation 
The Safety Research Laboratory developed a safety bulletin board with the Transport Safety Department based on the 
findings on the aforementioned portal sites in order to exchange and share information on safety between personnel 
at various branch offices doing different jobs.  That bulletin board started on the safety portal site in November 2014 
(Fig. 1).  One of the aims for setting up the bulletin board was for personnel to post their concerns and questions about 
safety and CS Campaign activities, which tend to be limited to those within their individual workplace or office.  Another 
was to provide a venue for two-way communication by the personnel who viewed that information to further provide 
valuable information, thereby invigorating the CS Campaign and promoting understanding on safety. 

Microsoft  SharePoint  Server  2013 is used as the base software 
for the bulletin board.

The bulletin board is equipped with the following basic 
functions, and it can be viewed by employees with computers 
connected to the company intranet.
(1) Posting function 
Post information on safety at each workplace (CS Campaign 
efforts, etc.) by text, images, video, etc.
(2) Reply function
The above posts can be replied to.
(3) Like function
“Likes” can be sent to show empathy for posts. 

At the start of safety portal bulletin board operation, we used the company newsletter (paper media) distributed to 
all employees to promote it.  We also visited two branch offices and 15 field offices to explain the content of the bulletin 
board and urge its use.  Those branch offices were one where a safety portal site with a bulletin board on safety was set 
up and active use of the safety portal bulletin board can be expected and one where even though there was no bulletin 
board on safety on the branch portal site, CS Campaign activities are vibrant and utilization of the safety portal bulletin 
board can be expected.  And when setting up the bulletin board, we also put together a reply structure centered on “safety 
professionals” who practice activities to spread safety efforts of branch offices.  This was to raise posters’ desire to post 
by giving feedback to posts.  As a result, one month after the start of bulletin board operation, there were 42 posts and 
113 replies.  And in operation, the administrators in the Transport Safety Department and Safety Research Laboratory 
implemented risk management involving setting down rules and taking appropriate response such as deleting problem 
posts due to the possibility of risks such as slander and leakage of confidential information on the bulletin board.  As a 
result, we have found no slander or other problem posts since the start of bulletin board operation.

After starting operation of the bulletin board, we analyzed post content and conducted a questionnaire survey.  
Content of 255 posts and replies from November 11, 2014 to January 17, 2015 was analyzed.  A questionnaire survey 
was conducted for 20 posters and 13 repliers from February 17 to 27, 2015 and 445 viewers from March 11 to 31, 2015.  
The results of the survey brought to light the following issues: (1) There were few question posts; (2) Detailed information 
on efforts was not written in the posts; and (3) There were no replies from the locations related to the content of posts. 

In order to overcome these issues and effectively exchange and share information, we made improvements in terms of 
both tangible and applicational aspects.

3. Efforts for Stimulating Posting on the Safety Portal Bulletin Board 
and Effects of Those Efforts

3.1 Efforts in applicational aspects
We put in place an environment that makes it easy for personnel to post to the safety bulletin board and worked to 
overcome three issues.
(1) Activities to further spread the word about the bulletin board using the internal informational magazines, etc.
We conducted activities to spread the word about the bulletin board from its inception, but awareness of it was still low and 
those activities did not lead to posting.  For that reason, we continued to spread the word and promote use of the bulletin board 
to personnel via in-house informational magazines (paper media) and “Human Factor NEWS” (e-mail newsletter). 
(2) Encouraging posting
Safety Research Laboratory representatives visited branch field offices (total of 47 locations) in addition to the two visited 
immediately after opening the bulletin board and encouraged posting of content such as questions on CS Campaign 

Displays number of replies 
and "likes" for post.

Clicking allows details of post replies 
to be viewed (shown to the right).

Fig. 1  Safety Portal Bulletin Board When First Opened
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efforts at one’s own workplace and safety.  And when participating in safety-related meetings and the like held by branch 
offices, we encouraged posting of safety-related efforts, questions, and the like to build an environment for exchange 
of information that should be shared on the bulletin board.  For station personnel and train crews who do not have 
computers connected to the company intranet, the Safety Research Lab invited questions using tablet computers and 
posted for those personnel in order to make it easy to post questions related to safety. 
(3) Establishment of reply structure
When the bulletin board started, a reply structure was built centering on safety professionals, but there were few replies 
from other workplaces.  In response to that, efforts were made for the head office Transport Safety Department, Transport 
Safety Offices of the branch offices, and the Safety Research Laboratory also to view the bulletin board on a day-to-
day basis and ask questions to posters and the like on topics other viewers may be interested in and extract necessary 
information to increase the value of information.  And if there were no replies to posts, we had the Transport Safety Office 
of the branch office and safety professionals make replies. 

3.2 Efforts in Tangible Aspects
In addition to applicational aspects, three new functions were developed in order to overcome the three issues covered 
in 2.2 and promote exchange and sharing of information (Fig. 2). Those are a “post search function”, “post notification 
function” and “ranking function”. 

(1) Post search function
Personnel who post or reply on the safety portal bulletin board are required to enter their names and affiliation.  We thus 
developed a function whereby posts can be searched for by branch office, organization (department), or workplace name 
or searched for by keyword.  By making it easy to search for information closely related to the viewer, we aimed to raise 
the degree to which the bulletin board is utilized. 
(2) Post notification function 
We developed a function whereby when there is a reply to a post by a branch office, organization, workplace, or individual 
set in advance, email is automatically sent to the computer terminal used by the person who made the setting.  By making 
it easier for viewers to notice posts that are relevant to them, we established a mechanism to make it easier to gain replies 
from related locations.
(3) Ranking function 
We developed a function whereby posts with many “likes” and accesses are displayed in a ranking format and can be 
viewed directly by clicking on them.  We aimed to be able to expect unforeseen discoveries that will help with safety 
by viewers seeing information that others are interested in based on a “serendipity effect”2), which provides unforeseen 
discoveries from posts other than those the viewer was trying to read.

When we visited branch field offices to encourage posting, we also conducted interview surveys about the bulletin 
board.  We visited a total of 62 locations to conduct interviews in a period from right after start of operation to after making 
efforts to stimulating posting.  The persons interviewed were key safety leaders who bear specific roles in implementing 
safety instruction and the like at field offices along with CS Campaign leaders.  As a result of analyzing the interviews and 
content of posts, we found the following four effects from setting up the bulletin board.

(1) Branch office, organization, 
     or worksite name can be 
     selected and searched for.

(2) Set notification of related posts.

(3) Display "Likes" ranking 
     (access ranking is displayed 
     on safety portal top page).

Fig. 2  Safety Portal Bulletin Board with New Functions Added
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(1) Good examples of efforts related to safety can be shared
New aspects to safety can be noticed by sharing beyond individual branch offices information such as new safety measures.  
By the bulletin board being set up, details of measures taken at one’s own workplace can be posted on the bulletin board 
to allow those measures to be shared with other workplaces as well.
(2) Opportunities are created for interaction between workplaces
The bulletin board creates opportunities for interaction between workplaces by means such as holding opinion-exchanging 
meetings with workplaces of other branch offices.  Posts showed that, through this interaction between workplaces, the 
efforts of other workplaces could be applied at one’s own workplace, leading to improvements to day-to-day work.  For 
example, contents of efforts at a workplace are viewed by personnel of a different workplace and the details and effects of 
those are posted and opinions on them exchanged between workplaces before being applied to the workplace. 
(3) Useful information gained for CS Campaign efforts
By CS Campaign efforts being actively promoted, content posted could prove useful for the next efforts of one’s workplace, 
thereby further invigorating the CS Campaign at the workplace.  For example, one posts to the bulletin board about the 
CS Campaign efforts at his or her own workplace, and the views by other workplaces on those efforts are used to lead to 
the next CS Campaign efforts.
(4) Knowledge on safety is improved
Examples have been seen where issues on safety often felt are solved in a cross-organizational manner between personnel, 
improving knowledge on safety.  In a specific example, questions regarding safety were solved and knowledge put to use in 
instruction when someone posted a question on the origin of deciding the reception range of train protection radio and 
someone from another organization subsequently explained the background to setting the rules for that.

We also conducted an online survey of viewers on the newly developed “post search function”, “post notification 
function” and “ranking function” on the bulletin board (Fig. 3 - 5).  The survey was held from September 1 to 30, 2015 
for 84 people with computers connected to the company intranet who answered questions on the bulletin board.  As a 
result of the survey, we saw a high ratio of those who replied that the functions were “very helpful” or “somewhat helpful”, 
thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of the functions.

4. Conclusion

Two-way communication has been achieved through the start of the safety portal bulletin board as seen by examples such 
as ability to gain opinions and impressions of other workplaces in addition to personnel of field offices promoting CS 
Campaign activities at their own workplace.  Moreover, interview results and postings on the bulletin board show that 
by sharing good examples of by workplaces, activities to increase the level of efforts in safety at one’s own workplace are 
being conducted.

However, there have been cases where personnel only post to the bulletin board on their own branch’s portal site and 
do not post to the safety portal site viewable throughout the company.  In response to that, the Transport Safety Offices of 
the branch offices are taking the lead in encouraging posting of information on branch portals to the safety portal bulletin 
board as well.  Also, many personnel do not view the safety portal site on which the safety portal bulletin board is located, 
so we need to continue to promote the bulletin board and encourage posting to it.  At the same, station personnel, train 
crews, and the like do not have computers.  And there is no safety portal bulletin board on the group portal for employees 
of JR East group companies.  We will thus study improvements to enable further exchange and sharing of information by 
enabling the safety portal bulletin board to be used by tablet computers and the group site.
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